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TEAMhealth Vision & Values

―A community that understands mental health and
the impacts of mental illness and is committed to all
people leading full and valued lives.‖

TEAMhealth values:

Respect and Care: For diverse values, needs, cultures,
wellbeing and strengths;
Empowerment: All people should be enabled to make
informed choices;
Integrity: Honest, fair and ethical actions demonstrating
transparency, openness and accountability;
Collaboration: Working with others in partnership;
Simplicity: Clear, uncomplicated and straightforward ways
of doing things;
Quality: A commitment to strive for constant improvement.
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COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT REPORT
Your COM has worked hard
during the year and a lot of
work has been done to
strengthen governance
processes. The regular
planned committee meeting
program changed from
bi-monthly to monthly and
the committee met on other
occasions to address
outstanding issues.
A key focus for this
committee has been the
development of a 5 year
Strategic Plan.
We started the planning
process in January and by
the end of the financial year
the plan was almost
complete. The Plan has
since been adopted and will
form the basis of future
directions for TEAMhealth.
One important aspect of the
Plan is the clearly articulated
set of organisational values.
The values are;
Respect and Care: For
diverse values, needs,
cultures, wellbeing and
strengths;

Empowerment: All people
should be enabled to make
informed choices;
Integrity: Honest, fair and
ethical
actions
d e m o n s t r a t i n g
transparency, openness
and accountability;
Collaboration: Working with
others in partnership;
Simplicity:
Clear,
uncomplicated
and
straightforward ways of
doing things;
Quality: a commitment to
st ri ve
f or
const ant
improvement.
These values are not
intended to be simply words
on paper. They are values
which MUST underpin all our
activities if TEAMhealth is to
meet its vision and mission
successfully. We need all
members,
committee
members, management and
staff to actively support and
work within this values
framework on a day to day
basis.
Later in this report you can
read
about
specific
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TEAMhealth programs. We
did not commence any
additional programs within
the 2009/10 financial year.
TEAMhealth finished the
year in a strong financial
position and the committee
was pleased to receive an
unqualified audit. Our
Treasurer‘s report and the
financial statements are in
this report.
The committee is aware of
the many challenges that
2010/11 will bring.
One of those challenges,
clearly articulated in our
Strategic Plan, is to
strengthen our membership
b a s e
a n d
develop
membership
support activities.
A membership application
form is at the back of this
report and we encourage
interested people and
p a r t i c u l a r l y i n t er es t e d
service users to apply.

TREASURER’S REPORT
TEAMhealth has during the financial year ended 30 June 2010 consolidated its financial position.
Funding from both the Northern Territory Government and the Commonwealth Government has
remained approximately the same as 2009 year at $2.1 M and $2.3M respectively.
TEAMhealth has however reduced unexpended grants from $1.9M in 2009 to $0.6M in 2010 and
therefore performed significant more services to our clients.
The following charts give a snapshot of TEAMhealth revenue and expenditure over the past two
years.
On an overall basis TEAMhealth is in a strong financial position with increased members funds
to $4.3M (2009 $3.7M). The auditors, BDO, have provided an unqualified audit opinion.
Barry Thomas
Treasurer

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT

It‘s been a busy year for
TEAMhealth. Our staff have
done some outstanding work
during the year and have
extended services available to
our remote and Indigenous
participants in Central
Australia and the Top End.
We have consolidated our
h o u s i n g pr og r am wi t h
successful applications for
funds to develop a community

garden and ongoing upgrades
to owned properties. Our
admin team has provided high
quality support to client
services and both teams have
worked together in the best
interests of our client group.
Our sector colleagues have
done some great work with us
to achieve our mutual goals.
We would like to acknowledge
in particular the YWCA,
Belyuen
Community,
Dept of Health and Families,
Territory Housing, GROW,
Somerville, St Vincent de Paul,
TEMHCO, NT Shelter and
NTCOSS.
The coming year will see an
increasing focus on our early
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intervention and primary
care activities. We will also be
consolidating some great work
our respite and family and
youth services have begun in
Nhulunbuy and continuing with
the mental health awareness
programs which began in
2009/10.
My thanks to our Committee
who have provided both myself
and the organisation great
support and guidance. Thanks
also to all staff who have
delivered a service they can be
proud of. And congratulations
to our many participants who
are reaching and exceeding
their recovery goals.

2009—2010 HIGHLIGHTS
HIGHLIGHT 1

HIGHLIGHT 2

HIGHLIGHT 3

E-Tracker

Early Intervention/
Mental Health
Awareness

Community Events of the
Top End

Two
years
of
comprehensive research
and
development
culminated
in
the
implementation in April
2010 of the recovery
outcomes measurement
tool, the E-tracker.

TEAMhealth
has
delivered a range of
group
based
early
intervention and mental
health
awareness
programs. Drum Beat is a
program which uses the
activity of drumming to
inform and educate
people about drug/alcohol
and
mental
health
issues. The program has
been enthusiastically
delivered and received
amongst young people in
schools
throughout
Darwin and in Indigenous
communities of the Top
End. Other programs
include parenting groups,
the Art Project at
Kormilda College and
well being programs in
Indigenous Communities.

TEAMhealth has provided
mental health awareness
raising events in Darwin,
Belyuen, Katherine and
Batchelor Communities
throughout the year,
reaching over 2000.

Measuring client outcomes
across program areas and
staff the tool offers the first
opportunity to deliver
rigorous tested analysis of
our success.
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Working closely with a
range of other agencies
TEAMhealth‘s
FaYS,
Respite, RAP, PHaM and
D2DL programs have
spread the word about
good mental health.

TEAMhealth MANAGEMENT TEAM
KIRSTY CARTER, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

LISA PAYNE, CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

MELISSA HEYWOOD, OPERATIONS MANAGER

TONY WILLITS, MANAGER COMMUNITY
OUTREACH PROGRAMS

ANTHONY SMITH, MANAGER, RESIDENTIAL
RECREATION AND RESPITE
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REVIEW OF PROGRAMS
Funded by Northern Territory
Government Department of Health and Families
Recovery Assistance Program (RAP)
Long Term Accommodation Program (The Manse)
Sub Acute Care Program

Funded by the Australian Government
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and Indigenous Affairs (FaHCSIA)
Personal Helpers & Mentors
Family & Youth Services (FaYS)
Respite Top End
Respite Central Australia

Funded by the Commonwealth
Department of Health and Ageing
Community Aged Care Packages (CACP)
Day to Day Living Program (D2DL)

Other
Community Housing Program (CHP)
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RECOVERY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (RAP)
& COMMUNITY HOUSING PROGRAM (CHP)
The Recovery Assistance Program, affectionately referred to as RAP, provides outreach
psychosocial rehabilitation to individuals with a diagnosed mental illness in the Darwin,
Palmerston and Katherine area.
In keeping with TEAMhealth‘s admission statement the RAP team recognises that the work we do
assists people with a mental illness to develop and maintain their optimal social potential.
The greatest satisfaction that is felt by the members of the RAP team comes from the
achievement of goals set by those that we support.
This can range from seeing a person catch a bus by themselves for the first time in years, to a
person successfully gaining employment. Each individual identifies their own goals in the key
areas of living, learning, working & socialising and is supported to achieve them.
RAP Darwin is currently supporting 46 individuals, while RAP Katherine is supporting 16
individuals.
The RAP team consists of a Team Leader and four full time and one part time Psychosocial
Rehabilitation Workers (PRW‘s). The team operates in Darwin and Katherine.
RAP Darwin work very closely with our main stakeholder, Top End Mental Health Services
(TEMHS). The clinical support and access to qualified psychiatric nurses, doctors and
psychiatrists is a vital component that assists greatly in the RAP team being able to deliver quality
service and support.
RAP Katherine is privileged to have the amazing Kay Barnett supporting participants. In fact you
would be hard pressed not to be supported in some way by Kay should you live in Katherine. The
success of the RAP program in Katherine is largely due to the tireless work of Kay and her ability
to get the job done. This has resulted in the development of partnerships with nearly all service
providers in the Katherine area and very strong links with TEMHS.
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RECOVERY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (RAP)
& COMMUNITY HOUSING PROGRAM (CHP)
TEAMhealth provides a range of medium to long term housing options for people with a
diagnosed mental illness in the Darwin and Palmerston areas. Housing options include single,
share, mobility, family and female only residences.
The primary aim of the CHP is to provide safe, secure and sustainable housing that promotes
independence. Whilst the CHP is not supported accommodation, residents of the CHP are
supported in their recovery by the RAP and other TEAMhealth programs such as the Family and
Youth Services (FaYS) and the Community Aged Care Package (CACP) team.
At the end of the 2009/2010 financial year the CHP had 32 placements filled out of a possible 36.
These placements were spread over 5 Family dwellings, 13 shared dwellings (all 2 tenant share
except for one 3 tenant share) and 5 Single tenant dwellings. Our occupancy rate as at 30 June
2010 was 88.89%.
A CHP resident tells of his experience;
‗I have been a resident in the Kurrajong units for approximately 10 months. I have enjoyed the
opportunities given to me to make a home I like.
As the other units fill up, the sense of community is growing.
As a person with mental health issues, the sense of shared experience of others living with
mental health issues greatly encourages me.
I continue as a resident knowing that I am responsible for availing every opportunity to aid my
recovery’.
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RECOVERY ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (RAP)
& COMMUNITY HOUSING PROGRAM (CHP)
George’s story
It was in 1978 I was staying in a hotel in Pokahana in Nepal owned by some Tibetan people. In
1979 I returned to visit them, but they had moved to the Dolpho provence on the Tibetan border.
I decided to visit them. The trekking road from Pokahana to Jomson takes 7 days. The scenery is
amazing; snow mountains, small villages. The locals are used to the tourists. There are small
hotels in every village from Pokhana to Jomson. In Jomson they grow peaches and grapes at
about 3000 metres high left Jomson with my supply of 12 Chappattis and a tin of peanut butter to
walk to the first village in Dolpho. After maybe 12 hours I reached the second village, the people
here were Tibetan. These people seem very strange; no tourists had ever been there except
some English mountain climbers about 5 years before. But no one takes any notice of you.
Maybe they think that ―he is in our village and that is his Karma.‖ That night we slept at the side of
a mountain and the next morning we crossed a pass at about 6000 metres high.
I am now 61 years old and after a period of being unwell I stayed
at Papaya house for 4 weeks. I really like Papaya house. The
staff were great, and also the food. Papaya house referred me to
the Community Housing Program. I now live in a share unit at
Kurrajong apartments, it‘s great. I have a veggie garden to look
after. The support of my key worker from the Recovery
Assistance Program is far out!

Artwork by David
David moved into TEAMhealth‘s CHP in April, 2009.
David eagerly engaged with his then RAP PRW and successfully achieved many goals, including
finding employment and enrolling at University to study art.
David‘s talents with aerosol art were quickly identified by his worker. What ensued was a project
that enabled David to revisit his days painting walls, though this time without the potential for
being arrested.
(Left) This painting is a graphic tag of TEAMhealth
and it, along with two other pieces, adorns the walls
of the resident meeting room at TEAMhealth‘s
Kurrajong Apartments.
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Long Term Accommodation (The MANSE)
The Manse operates as a long-term residential facility. The Manse is a six bedroom facility,
accommodating five permanent long-term residents and also provides a room for respite services.
The Manse is staffed by support workers Monika Schaefe, Margaret Hazelbane, Garry O‘Neill,
Georgina Sabamba and Kathie Park. Kathie has now been employed with TEAMhealth for nearly
10 years.
During the month of July rotation of staff through Papaya and the Manse was introduced, this has
proved successful as it has enabled the staff to get a better understanding of both facilities and to
broaden their skills in dealing with clients with acute mental illness and psychiatric disabilities.
The staff have enjoyed the change in facilities and the experience. This will be ongoing
throughout the year.
The Manse continues with 5 long-term permanent residents. All the residents continue
successfully on their road to recovery. The past 12 months has seen clients become increasingly
more involved in the maintenance and goings on of the household. All clients are encouraged to
independently cook, clean and maintain the house with support from staff when and where
required.
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SUB ACUTE COMMUNITY &
RESIDENTIAL

The Sub Acute Residential Program Papaya in the Top End is designed to provide intensive
individualised support to people affected by mental illness. The aim is to reduce the length of
stay in Royal Darwin Hospital (Cowdy Ward) and enable the person an alternative option to
hospital in a home like environment while receiving recovery focussed support. The program
provides an integrated recovery focused prevention and recovery program in partnership with Top
End Mental Health Service (TEMHS).
The service provides 24 hours per day, 7 days a week supported care to clients when they are
becoming unwell and are experiencing an increase in signs and symptoms of their mental illness,
in a least restrictive setting as possible.
Most clients are referred from TEMHS Adult Team and in patient unit. During the last year, the
majority of Papaya referrals were received from the in patient unit for the purposes of providing
‗step down‘ support. The Adult Team mainly referred people for ‗Step up‘ support to avoid a
hospital admission. As knowledge of the program broadens throughout the community, referrals
have become more frequent from areas such as Batchelor, Gunbalanya and Adelaide River
(Darwin Remote Mental Health Team – DRMHT), the Katherine Mental Health Team (KMHT) and
locations such as Elcho Island, Nhulunbuy and Maningrida. The local adult team and the
Forensics Mental health Team (FMHT) continue to refer to the program also.
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SUB ACUTE COMMUNITY &
RESIDENTIAL
During the past year, Papaya has supported a total of 77 clients, 40 female and 37 male. 31 of
these clients were Indigenous and 13 were from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds.
Since supporting the first client in October 2008, Papaya continues to have a high rate of success
stories, with many clients expressing their appreciation for the opportunity to be supported in such
a program. The high standard of service delivery is made possible by the dedication shown by the
team at Papaya; the Residential Program Manager, Coordinator and 15 casual Support Workers.
The support workers provide the 24 hour, 7 day a week support on a rotating roster. Each
support worker possesses an individual quality and creativity which they bring to the program.
These qualities and creativeness
have provided the inspiration to
establish
activities
for
client
participation such as mosaicing,
Papaya‘s own herb garden and for
the more energetic participants, a
walking program along the Nightcliff
foreshore three times a week.
Alternatively, clients have been able
to share their creative flare with
other residents in the program. For
example,
the
intricacies
of
traditional Aboriginal dot painting
using reeds.
Margarita’s Story
Margarita is a 59 year old lady who emigrated to Australia from Zambia and had been residing in
Batchelor with her husband. After making the decision to move to New Zealand to be closer to
her daughter, Margarita became very depressed and was finding it extremely difficult to manage
the ordeal of moving. This led to her becoming extremely anxious when faced with simple
decisions or in social situations. Margarita was admitted to the inpatient unit and was later
referred to Papaya. Margarita entered the program as a step down client and required assistance
to explore ‗exposure‘ techniques taught by her psychologist to assist her to effectively manage
her anxiety and the prospect of her pending departure to New Zealand.
On entry to Papaya, Margarita was unable to set foot outside of the property for the first few days
due to her anxiety levels. With constant support and regular sessions with her psychologist,
Margarita slowly became more confident to explore outside of her comfort zone. In conjunction
with her psychologist, Papaya support workers, Margarita was able to gradually move towards the
goal to participate in the weekly shopping – something which she was unable to even
contemplate on entry to Papaya. And so began the journey towards the local shopping centre,
initially, Margarita assisted by adding a couple of items to the shopping list and eventually going
to the supermarket with support workers to help with a full shop. Margarita assisted on a weekly
basis, gradually building her confidence each time. On separation from the program at seven
weeks, Margarita had reached a stage where she was able to independently attend Casuarina
shopping centre to purchase new clothes for herself, a big achievement.
Margarita was able to successfully pack up her house and positively look towards the future with
her daughter in New Zealand. Margarita provided a few words on her departure from Papaya. ―My
stay here has literally been a lifesaver and a shelter from the storm in the dark spiral that my
world had become. I am cared for by wonderful, non-judgmental people who empathize with my
plight and situation and am given the support to rebuild my life at my pace with no greater
pressure than a gentle nudging now and again with as much help as and when you need it.‖
15

PERSONAL HELPERS AND MENTORS
(PHAM)
The PHaM team support participants 16yrs and over in their personal recovery journey, building
long-term relationships and providing holistic support. The team ensure that services accessed by
participants are coordinated, integrated and complementary to other services also provided in the
community.
A Personal Helper and Mentor:

aims to provide increased opportunities for recovery for people whose lives are affected by
mental illness

uses a strengths-based, recovery approach, and

assists those whose ability to manage their daily activities and to live independently in the
community is impacted because of a severe mental illness.

helps participants to better manage their daily activities and reconnect to their community

provides direct and personalised assistance through outreach services

provides referrals and links with appropriate services such as drug and alcohol and
accommodation services

works with participants in the development of Individual Recovery Plans which focus on
participants' goals and their recovery journey

engages and supports family, carers and significant others

monitors and reports progress against each participant's Individual Recovery Plan.
The PHaM service is provided in the rural areas of the Top End from Hayes Creek, as far east as
Corrobborree and over to the Cox Peninsular, many of our participants are disadvantaged
through a lack of infrastructure, community and clinical services. Being a part of the Top End rural
and remote PHaMs team is a very unique opportunity to work with some incredible Australians
from a diverse range of backgrounds.
The program has participants who have been involved with the program since its inception in
2007. We have people that have moved interstate and returned to the Top End and reengaged
after 24 months separation. We have many brief interventions where we are able to support
individuals to a point where they are able to develop the skill set needed to move on from mental
health services and personally manage their illness.
Over the past 12 months, PHaMs have supported over 100 individuals, individuals who are:

Indigenous and non Indigenous

Needing acute psychiatric support

In crisis

Needing support to collect medication

Employed and unemployed

Homeless

Bereaved

Needing someone to have a chat and a cuppa with every couple of weeks

Isolated and need support accessing medical services

Outside of telephone service network

Miles from their nearest neighbour
2010 has seen PHaM facilitate our first recreation program where we have been able to offer our
participants the opportunity to get out and about with peers and PHaM staff alike. The recreation
program has proven to be a massive hit amongst our participants and we look forward to
continuing the momentum into 2011.
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PERSONAL HELPERS AND MENTORS
(PHaM)
The team has welcomed Andy MacLean on staff. Andy is doing some incredible work with
PHaMs participants and has recently had the team invited to the Acacia community during goose
season for a feast. Kalina McEwin who has recently come on board with the team has hit the
ground running supporting participants and has kicked some massive goals with her clients
already. Kalina has worked with TEAMhealth since 2007 taking time off to travel and has returned
working in Sub Acute, RAP and now PHaM.
PHaM participants have expressed a huge interest in the new Kurrajong Apartments respite unit
with some of our more isolated and remote area carer/participants taking a break from the
stressors of living outside of the Darwin service area. Not only a break from the bush and a
chance to catch up on city duties, but also a chance to meet with some of the Kurrajong
Apartment residents. We have been hearing some great stories of people extending their
welcomes and offering our guys local advice and a chat.
We have a steady flow of referrals coming our way from numerous services, rural and remote
clinics and more through the bush telegraph. TEAMHealth PHaMs are well known in our service
area which is certainly testament to the hard work and commitment PHaMs offer the community
and our participants. While the team continues this great work, we have been busy consolidating
strong ties with key stakeholders and the community by keeping an active role in identifying
community trends and individual needs.
This momentum has been given a huge lease of life with our current funding agreement having
just been extended to 2013. This has given the team the ability to envisage a long term presence
in the community which will only strengthen or current rapport with both the community and our
participants.
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PERSONAL HELPERS AND MENTORS
(PHaM)
Tim’s Story
Tim is an Indigenous man who has suffered from chronic schizophrenia most of his life. Tim has
always been a difficult client to engage due to distractions from illness related stimuli. Tim would
appear clearly distracted and would often respond to these stimuli. A heavy medication regime
and the ill effects of his illness have stigmatised Tim within his own community, amongst peers
and family alike. Tim has been reticent to participate in community hunting and fishing trips as
part of him being seen differently within the community and the resistance a lot of the community
have in engaging him in these important cultural activities.
A longer term PHaM participant, our rapport with Tim and the community is well developed. At the
introduction of our recreation program Tim was difficult to engage as anything outside of the
community was a large stressor for him. Eventually engaging Tim in the recreation program,
Tim‘s participation was nothing short of brilliant. With initial activities that would take Tim away
from the community for short periods of time, we soon found that he had often been awake since
4am waiting to be collected for that day‘s activity.
The activities gave Tim an opportunity to familiarise himself with other regular participants and
PHaMs workers. As this familiarity grew, so did Tim's confidence in actively participation. We
started to see Tim smile uncontrollably as he was able to leave social issues at the community
and be himself. He started communicating openly with other participants and staff whilst his
usually blunted affect was also replaced by a vibrant and animated young man.
With subsequent activities offering regular participants more challenges and opportunities to take
a leadership role in the program, Tim has embraced this and continues to show pronounced
eagerness in our weekly activities. With a short term view to taking our recreation program to the
next level of overnight activities, we have incorporated the extensive organisation of these
activities into Tim‘s independent recovery plan.
Positive shifts that have come about through Tim's engagement in the recreation program has
been directly reflected upon by the community elders and we have received positive feedback
from the Community Development Employment Program (CDEP) that operates on the
community. Tim‘s engagement with the PHaM team generally appears to have been the catalyst
for a massive shift in his recovery. Although debilitated by a severe mental illness, with PHaMs
support Tim is
managing his illness a lot differently to what he was prior to engagement.
Regular contact with his general PHaM worker and ongoing commitment to the recreation
program, Tim presents as a more confident and generally happier man who‘s functioning is
definitely lending to a far better quality of life.
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FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES (FaYS)
The FaYS Team has been involved in many group and individual activities throughout the year.
Client numbers have increased over the past two months with all FaYS programs being at
capacity. The team has focused on individuals and increasing mental health literacy.
MENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION & AWARENESS
Youth Week
―Anti-Bullying‖ Campaign 14 of April 2010 organised by Multicultural
Youth Advisory Group and Year 10 students of Darwin High School.
Big Epic Central Music Festival
17 April 2010 organised by Darwin City Council Youth Advisory Group.
This was an expo style event with 1000 people attended.
Nightcliff Middle School Health Expo
3 May 2010 Providing education and awareness of Mental Health/Mental Illness, with the aim of
increasing mental health.
Darwin Middle School Health Expo
17 June 2010. Information, education and awareness of mental health/mental illness with 610
students from years 7 through to 9 attending.
Casuarina Senior College
Mental health promotion, education classes and presenting at the Health Expo involving eleven
students.

GROUP PROGRAMS
Kormilda College Art Project
July to November 2009, 15 students participated in writing and painting about mental health
issues. At the conclusion there was a public art exhibition at the Darwin Entertainment Centre.
Batchelor Area School
Twelve indigenous students participated in a Wellbeing Program.
Belyuen Community
FaYS have provided the following support to the Belyuen Community for the
last year:

NAIDOC Day
●
Men‘s Breakfast Program

Drumbeat Workshops
●
Cultural Exchange Day

Child Protection Programs
●
Women‘s Health Programs

FaYS continue to support clients both individually and in group settings across
the community to promote mental health awareness, increase mental health
literacy and information to a range of ages groups and cultures.
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FAMILY & YOUTH SERVICES (FAYS)
Katherine Family Fun Day 16 May 2010
This event was a drug and alcohol free event to
promote positive family fun and interaction as well as
good mental health.
850 people attended
70% were indigenous
140 surveys were completed
68% of those surveyed stated that their awareness
about mental health services and community services
had increased
70% stated that their awareness of mental health
issues was increased by attending and gaining
information on the day
50% attended with their families
75% of these families were indigenous
98% were satisfied with the information on services
that they received on the day and with the availability
of staff to talk to them individually.
A great day of entertainment for all ages

Sean’s Story
Sean is a 36 year old Indigenous man recently released from prison. Sean has depression/
anxiety and a history of suicide attempts. Sean has also been involved in domestic violence and
assault which resulted in a prison term of 12 months. Sean has also experienced drug and
alcohol issues. Sean is currently supported by John Cusack, FaYS Remote Indigenous Worker.
Sean has to report weekly to a Parole Officer and has a Case Manager from the Forensic Mental
Health team from Top End Mental Health Services (TEMHS). Sean often does not take his
medication and has issues around anger which is usually directed at women.
John has helped Sean to set some recovery goals:

Obtain meaningful employment as a driver of dangerous goods

Obtain his heavy vehicle license and complete his dangerous goods certificate

Buy a car

Have a suitable place to live

Reconcile with his parents
Sean has been very successful and has now achieved all of his goals. He lives with his parents,
has a great relationship and is employed fulltime. With TEAMhealth support in court and Sean‘s
commitment to his IRP, Sean was placed on a suspended sentence and good behavior. Sean
also attended an anger management program targeting domestic violence and found it extremely
helpful gaining a better understanding of himself and strategies to manage his anger
Sean is also due to receive an inheritance and hopes to purchase a house in the near future
Sean stated that he was doing really well and thought that he had achieved all of his goals and
appreciated the joint support he was given. He just wants to move on with his life now. Sean is
still a client of TEAMhealth however is currently considering his options to move away from
accessing mental health services.
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RESPITE—Top End & Central Australia
The aim of the Mental Health Respite Program is to provide
support to carers of people with mental illness by increasing access
to respite services that provide flexibility to meet the individual
needs of carers and care recipients. Respite enables carers to
sustain their on going care responsibilities and take a short term
break from their caring role, supporting them to focus on other
commitments or personal needs.
Most people during their lifetime will take on the role of caring for someone, however most do not
realise they are in a caring role. This is usually because people feel it is their duty to look after a
parent, child, partner, other relative or friend who may have mental illness, or other long term
illness, such as a physical disability or they are aged and frail.
Caring for another person can be extremely rewarding. It can also be tiring and stressful. It is
therefore essential for carers to take a break and to look after their own needs in order to carry on
in their caring role.
Over the past year TEAMhealth has been providing respite in
both the Top End and Central Australia. This has involved the
following activities:

School holiday programs

Furniture delivery

Travel for clients

Respite conference

Personal care for clients i.e. haircuts

Gardening

Accommodation

Group activities i.e. camel rides, fishing charter, jumping crocodile tours and BBQ‘s
The Respite program has recently purchased a trailer and camping equipment for future
Breakaway Program activities like regular overnight respite. The coming year will provide carers
and care recipients with more opportunities to participate in the community.
This past year has seen the Darwin Respite program develop and expand its services to assist 40
families, focusing on recovery and maintaining their own well being.
Staff
TEAMhealth Respite Program is led by Glynis McDonald and employs 5 coordination and support
staff in Alice Springs and Darwin.
The Team Leader of the respite program has been focusing on developing the Nhulunbuy
Respite program, spending time in the community and meeting with relevant stakeholders and
service providers.
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RESPITE—Top End & Central Australia
Working Together Across the Territory
This year the Mental Health Association of Central Australia (MHACA) and TEAMhealth Respite
Program embraced a complex if not challenging situation that involved many hours of tireless
work to achieve a positive outcome for both carer and care recipient.
Respite supports allowed the carer to have an eight week break from the caring role, the carer
has stated that she has not received that amount of support since taking on the caring role ten
years ago.
The care recipient had not been outside of the Alice Springs community for ten years. This
respite gave him the opportunity to travel to Darwin with the assistance of his Support Officer at
MHACA and utilise the supported accommodation (Manse Respite Room) from TEAMhealth
during his stay.
The care recipient was given the opportunity to participate in activities he had not been able to do
for over ten years. He recognised his own capacity and abilities and appreciated needs of other
residential recipients with physical limitations and disabilities. He is inspired to return should the
occasion be required.
With ongoing support from both TEAMhealth and MHACA the care recipient has returned to
independent living after three years. This would not have been possible if both organisations had
not worked together in conjunction to the clinical services of Central Australian Community Mental
Health Services.
This outcome has strengthened the working relationship between both service providers and the
continuous improvement of the service we provide to the Alice Springs Community.

Daniel’s Story
In early 2010 TEAMhealth received a referral for a mother who
is caring for her adult son who has been diagnosed with a
mental illness. The mother has health issues of her own
including early onset dementia. Her son's daughter also lives
with the family and is cared for by her father and grandmother.
TEAMhealth were able to fund a trip to Queensland for the
son and granddaughter to address anxiety issues surrounding
flying, to have a break from their current location and to spend
some one on one time with each other.
TEAMhealth also organised some respite for the mother in an
aged care home where she was able to socialise with people
of the same age. Through working with the family staff noticed some concerning behaviours
displayed by the son‘s young daughter. A referral was made to the Youth Worker at TEAMhealth.
Both the son and granddaughter are regular participants of the respite activity program. The
family are currently doing very well and had a well earned break from each other.
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COMMUNITY AGED CARE PACKAGES
(CACP)
CACP Services
TEAMhealth specialises in providing care to older people with a mental illness. TEAMhealth is the
only provider in the Northern Territory specialising in this area and the program is in high demand.
TEAMhealth is currently funded to provide 25 care packages in the Darwin, Palmerston.
These packages are:
11 for general housing and financially disadvantaged persons
4 for persons from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds
3 for Indigenous persons
4 for persons with a mental illness living in the Darwin area
3 for persons with a mental illness living in the Palmerston area
What we are all about
Community aged care packages are designed to assist older Australians to remain living at home
and to continue to enjoy activities and friendships that they have developed over the years.
One of our clients recently received an award at Government House for 60 yrs of service to the
CWA in SA and NT. We have a number of Philippine ladies who enjoy going to Filipiniana
Seniors Social group and also taking part in multicultural bingo.
Support offered over the last year to care recipients include case management, assistance with
medical and specialist appointments, negotiating with Territory Housing, medication supervision
and support, personal care, shopping, meal preparation and assistance with special diets, home
help and domestic assistance, advocacy and social outings.
Many care recipients have very complex needs including mental illness that requires additional
care and support from the CACP staff. The CACP Coordinator is a registered nurse and has
provided and excellent standard of care to all care recipients under often complex situations.
Staffing
CACP is staffed by a dedicated team of 4, comprising of 1 Coordinator, 1 Senior Support Worker,
1 Support Worker, and a Domestic Assistant.
For the first time CACP has engaged with the Australian Apprenticeships NT to provide a
traineeship to our senior support worker to allow her to complete her Certificate III in Community
Aged Care.
All support workers have a current First Aid Certificate and Northern Territory driver‘s license, as
well as National Police Clearance.
Standards of care
The Australian Government has specified Community Care Standards, which providers are
legally required to meet to ensure care recipients receive care of the highest quality.
Recipients of a CACP are entitled to:

quality services that meet their assessed needs;

where possible, their preferred level of social independence;

having their dignity and privacy respected at all times;

access information about the care options available and the facts they need to make in
formed choices;

access to details of the care being provided; and

take part in developing a package of services that best meets their needs.
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DAY TO DAY LIVING (D2DL)
TEAMhealth‘s D2DL is delivered as a collaborative partnership between
TEAMhealth and GROW. D2DL aims to support people with a severe
and persistent mental illness by reducing social isolation and providing
social, recreational and educational activities. D2DL is underpinned by
an educative framework which endorses healthy living and promotes
knowledge and understanding of mental illness to restore and build
upon strengths of individual participants. Regular GROW meetings are
held in Rapid Creek, Palmerston and Howard Springs. These meetings
facilitate participants knowledge and growth in their own recovery.
The D2DL program meets its objectives through organised centre
based activities, drop in support and one on one support to participants
with higher needs. Regular consultation with participants guides the
development of activities and individualised supports. Each participant
is actively involved within the decision making process. Weekly
participant meetings are held to ensure that participant voices are heard
and the program is able to take these views into consideration when
determining future directions.
D2DL ‗s monthly program provides a range of activities that encourage
and provide opportunities for participants to build on their strengths, increase their confidence and
enhance knowledge of effective coping strategies to manage the symptoms of mental illness.
The activities have also provided opportunities for participants to develop and maintain healthy
relationships and several enduring friendships have developed. Centre based activities include
art, beading and jewellery making, tai chi and meditation. Participants are also given the
opportunity to take part in excursions to various community venues in and around the wider
Darwin area. In 2010, D2DL participants continue with new initiative ideas to develop program
activities such as developing a men‘s group, regular recreational activities, Certificate level
computer qualifications, music group sessions and Tai Chi meditation sessions.
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DAY TO DAY LIVING (D2DL)
Healthy Living Program
The healthy living program is delivered twice per week. Participants
prepare a nutritious two course meal. This course builds on participants‘
cooking abilities, time management, communication and social skills.
Participants are involved in the planning of the program including menu
planning, budgeting and shopping.
Participants are engaged in activities to build their skills and knowledge
in budgeting, grocery shopping, healthy lifestyle, hygiene and
house keeping. Participants then have the opportunity to practice these
new skills in a supported and safe environment planning and preparing
a daily meal.
Art, craft and social activities
Centre based activities include art and jewelry making, tai chi, meditation and cooking. Other
arranged activities build upon social networking and recreational skills and these include lawn
bowls, trips to Berry Springs and ten pin bowling. These events provide opportunities for
participants to develop and maintain healthy relationships and several enduring friendships have
developed from these activities.
In D2DL art and craft activities, participants learn
through group and individual work how to use a
selection of mediums to create their art work.
New ideas are introduced each week. Under the
guidance of a local artist participants have learned
how to paint with acrylics or water colours and
draw with pastilles, crayons or charcoal. Many
participants have enjoyed working with white
ceramic tiles and glass objects such as bottles.
Participants are taught how to transfer a design
onto the object and how to add colour with paint. Jewellery making has been a very popular class
and participants make a variety of jewellery pieces including earrings, necklaces bracelets,
anklets using beads and findings. Participants learn which materials to use for each item and the
correct use of the tools provided. Participants have also attended classes in the use of sculptural
clay, learning hand building techniques and decorating skills to create a variety of functional or
non functional objects.
Transition to Work Program
The D2DL Centre has a range of transition to work pathways available
to participants. Participants can volunteer within the Centre
(completing tasks such as administration, mental health and service
promotion, participating in recruitment processes and cleaning).
Participants made woollen blankets to send to an aid foundation in
Africa. There has been positive responses form this and letters of
thanks have been sent to D2DL from the people receiving the
blankets.
Medium Support
D2DL also provides centre- based medium level support to individual
participants. Medium level support has been primarily initiated by
participants, who demonstrate a readiness to change. D2DL
psychosocial support workers assist participants to identify goals and
develop individual recovery plans. Having medium level support
available to complement the drop in service has proved an effective
strategy to empower participants to take the lead role in their recovery
from mental illness.
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TEAMhealth PERSONNEL as at 30 June 2010
Administration & Management

Respite Top End & Alice Springs

Kirsty Carter

Glynis McDonald

Melissa Heywood

Cindy Ward

Lisa Payne

Caroline Thomas

Anthony Smith

Angela Buck

Tony Willits

Wayne Backman

Angelie Lyons
Simone Barrett

Community Aged Care Packages

Shianne Redman

Mary Greenup

Nurdiah Siti Ahmad

Katrina Griffiths

Lisa Boyes

Rosemary Moggs

Tara Redman

Heather King

Ali Baydoun
Kate Black

Family & Youth Services
Narelle Coates

Recovery Assistance Program

Rebecca Parry

Anthony Fagan

John Cusack

Lauren Dixon

Patricia Hardy

John Keirs

Terry Radford

Elaine Carmody
Linda Di Fresco

Manse

Kalina McEwin

Margaret Hazelbane

Kay Barnett

Garry O‘Neill
Kathie Park

Sub Acute

Albert Payne

Darren Robinson

Georgina Sabamba

Katherine Wessling

Monika Schaefe

Caroline Beveridge
Timothy Cann

Personal Helpers & Mentors

Matinetsa Chakawa

Marcus Reid

Ursula Di Gregorio

Kirsten Lucev

Rachel Dixon

Joanne Parker

Linda Donaldson

Andy McLean

Amy Drahm
Belinda Tshuma

Day to Day Living

Dee (Dulcie) Howbrigg

Kate Humphrey

Sally O‘Donnell
Jamie Schaefe Lee
Tim Shaw
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Application for Membership
The Treasurer
Top End Association for Mental Health Inc
GPO Box 4050
Darwin NT 0801
I hereby apply for membership of the Top End Association for Mental Health Inc and
agree to abide by the Constitution.

Name:
Email Address:
Mailing Address:

Phone: (b.h.)

(a.h.)

Mobile:
Signed:

Date:

Membership is $15.00, Centrelink Concession $10.00 (GST inclusive)
Receipt Number: ________
Proposer - Current Member
Name:

Signature:

Seconder – Current Member
Name:

Signature:

Level 5, 62 Cavenagh Street Darwin NT
Ph:

08 8943 9600

Fax: 08 8943 9601
Email: teamhealth@teamhealth.asn.au
Web: www.teamhealth.asn.au
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